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Abstract—The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is widely 
applied in modern codecs to remove spatial redundancies, with 
the resulting DCT coefficients being quantised to achieve 
compression as well as bit-rate control. In distributed video 
coding (DVC) architectures like DISCOVER, DCT coefficient 
quantisation is traditionally performed using predetermined 
quantisation matrices (QM), which means the compression is 
heavily dependent on the sequence being coded. This makes 
bit-rate control challenging, with the situation exacerbated in 
the coding of high resolution sequences due to QM scarcity and 
the non-uniform bit-rate gaps between them. This paper 
introduces a novel content-aware quantisation (CAQ) 
mechanism to overcome the limitations of existing quantisation 
methods in transform domain DVC. CAQ creates a frame-
specific QM to reduce quantisation errors by analysing the 
distribution of DCT coefficients. In contrast to the 
predetermined QM that is applicable to only 4x4 block sizes, 
CAQ produces QM for larger block sizes to enhance 
compression at higher resolutions. This provides superior bit-
rate control and better output quality by seeking to fully 
exploit the available bandwidth, which is especially beneficial 
in bandwidth constrained scenarios. In addition, CAQ 
generates superior perceptual results by innovatively applying 
different weightings to the DCT coefficients to reflect the 
human visual system. Experimental results corroborate that 
CAQ both quantitatively and qualitatively provides enhanced 
output quality in bandwidth limited scenarios, by consistently 
utilising over 90% of available bandwidth. 

Keywords—distributed video coding; Wyner-Ziv video 
coding; content-aware quantisation; adaptive quantisation; bit 
allocation; 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Distributed Video Coding (DVC) [1] is an alternate 
coding paradigm which compresses video content by 
exploiting statistical data redundancies at the decoder. In 
contrast to conventional codecs [2], [3], the DVC encoder 
design is thus much simpler, though the corresponding 
decoder design is more complicated. This complexity 
redeployment is attractive for many applications such as low-
power surveillance networks, mobile video cameras and for 
resource-scarce Internet of Things devices. 

The foundations of DVC are the information theoretic 
results of Slepian-Wolf [4] and Wyner-Ziv [5]. The Slepian-
Wolf (SW) theorem deals with lossless compression of 
multiple-correlated sources, while the Wyner-Ziv (WZ) 

theorem considers the lossy compression equivalent using 
so-called side-information (SI) at the decoder. Both theorems 
prove that no rate loss is incurred provided the source 
statistics are exploited only at the decoder compared to the 
orthodox approach of undertaking such processing at the 
encoder. The corollary is that complexity and the 
corresponding resource requirements for DVC encoders are 
appreciably relaxed compared to their conventional 
counterparts which do not exploit any statistical 
dependencies. Since the inception of DVC, extensive 
research have been conducted and several architectures 
proposed to realise the SW and WZ theoretical results in 
practice. The Stanford architecture [1] has become widely 
adopted by the community chiefly because of its extendible 
and scalable design. Among its successors, the DISCOVER 
codec [6] enhanced the Stanford architecture by relaxing 
some assumptions and introducing more sophisticated 
coding techniques, to the extent it has become the basis of 
most state-of-the-art DVC solutions [7], [8]. This has helped 
establish the superiority of DVC in terms of rate 
distortion (RD) performance over conventional low 
complexity codecs like H.264/AVC Intra at low spatial 
resolutions. However it has yet to surpass conventional 
complex inter-frame codecs and is significantly restricted by 
poor coding performance for higher resolution sequences [9]. 

Transform domain DVC [10] achieves better RD 
performance than its pixel-based counterpart [11] by 
exploiting spatial redundancies however, little research has 
been undertaken into the underlying transformation and 
quantisation processes. Most transform domain Wyner-
Ziv (TDWZ) video coding architectures use the discrete 
cosine transform (DCT) and 4x4 block sizes, although the 
discrete wavelet transform has been proposed as a transform 
alternative in [12]. In the DCT-based TDWZ coding 
architecture, seven quantisation matrices (QM) [10] are used 
to facilitate limited control over the output quality and bit-
rate, with an additional QM included for very high bit-rates 
in [13]. These eight QM have been empirically determined 
from a raft of test sequences and have been adopted in 
subsequent TDWZ architectures, though while these QM 
provide a useful set for encoding experiments, they are 
inadequate for many practical applications. They are also 
only applicable to 4x4 block-sized DCT, and while this may 
be pragmatic at low spatial resolutions (QCIF), it is often 
impractical at higher resolutions. This observation is 
substantiated in [14] where larger DCT block sizes have 



been shown to perform better than 4x4 blocks at higher 
resolutions, with the codec design for the state-of-the-art 
H.265/HEVC [2] allowing up to 32x32 transform block 
sizes. 

The main drawback of using a predetermined QM is its 
lack of flexibility in rate control and inefficient bandwidth 
utilisation. In DISCOVER [6] for example, a QM from the 
set of eight is chosen during initialisation and then used 
throughout the encoding of a sequence. As compression 
performance can vary significantly depending on SI quality, 
bit-rates for different sequences coded using the same QM 
can differ markedly, so making efficient bandwidth 
utilisation problematic in resource-constrained scenarios. 
Considerable available bandwidth may be idle when coding 
low motion sequences, while detrimental latency and visual 
artefacts due to bandwidth excess may be observed in high 
motion sequences. This problem is compounded when 
encoding sequences where either the SI quality varies due to 
changes in the scene characteristics or in variable bandwidth 
limit scenarios. 

Switching QM during coding is not viable because the 
QM are non-uniformly spaced in terms of bit-rates. This 
becomes more problematic when encoding higher resolution 
sequences as changing the QM can lead to significant bit-rate 
variations. Some region of interest (ROI) based coding 
schemes [15] attempt to control the bit-rate by classifying the 
blocks in a WZ frame into multiple categories and then 
applying a different QM to each category. This is not 
however, a generic solution because firstly, there is no 
universal ROI selection method that can be applied to each 
scenario and secondly, ROI methods usually increase 
encoder complexity and transmission overheads. Moreover, 
ROI coding may lead to visual artefacts and overall inferior 
coding quality of areas lying outside the ROI. 

To address these issues, this paper introduces a novel 
quantisation mechanism for TDWZ video coding called 
content-aware quantisation (CAQ) which dynamically 
derives the QM for a target bandwidth. CAQ is incorporated 
into the DVC decoder and generates a customised QM for 
each WZ frame by analysing the coefficient distribution of 
the corresponding SI to maximise the bandwidth utilisation 
and thereby give superior rate control. It can readily adapt to 
changes in scene characteristics as well as bandwidth limits. 
Importantly, CAQ does not depend on the transform block 
size so it can be employed to produce QM for larger block 
sizes, which is advantageous in encoding high resolution. 
The impact of larger DCT block sizes using CAQ have been 
analysed in [14] so the focus in this paper is upon the CAQ 
design mechanism and a critical evaluation of its bandwidth 
utilisation performance compared to existing predetermined 
QM for 4x4 block-sizes. In addition, the perceptual 
sensitivity of the human eye to different DCT coefficients is 
exploited in CAQ by integrating a weighting scheme which 
is shown to improve the qualitative output quality for a range 
of bandwidth limit scenarios compared with the 
predetermined QM method. The numerical results analysis 
corroborates the superiority of CAQ in terms of consistently 
better utilisation of the available bandwidth capacity. It also 
exhibits improved RD performance in comparison to 

DISCOVER for sequences with low-motion activity and 
equivalent RD performance for all other sequence types. 

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: 
Section II provides an overview of the quantisation process 
of TDWZ coding architectures, while Section III details the 
new CAQ mechanism. Section IV presents a critical 
comparative performance analysis, with Section V providing 
some concluding comments. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The quantisation mechanism of the DISCOVER DVC 
codec [6] will firstly be reviewed as a representative of 
TDWZ coding architectures, because it is an effective and 
practical TDWZ solution. It is employed as the basis of 
many advanced TDWZ solutions [9], [16], serving as a 
benchmark for evaluating DVC codec performance, and for 
this reason it is adopted as the test development platform in 
this paper, since improvements in this architecture will be 
transferable to more advanced codec variants. 

In DISCOVER, the encoder divides the input frames of a 
video sequence into key frames (KF) and WZ frames 
according to group of pictures (GOP) configuration. GOP 2 
denotes alternating KF and WZ frames, while GOP 4 refers 
to each KF being followed by three WZ frames. The KF are 
transmitted to the decoder using a conventional low 
complexity H.264/AVC Intra codec, while WZ frames are 
DVC coded, with each frame firstly transformed using a 
block-based DCT followed by quantisation using a pre-
determined QM. A low-density parity check 
accumulate (LDPCA) encoder [17] then generates error 
correcting information (parity bits) from quantised 
coefficients and transmits them to the decoder, while actual 
coefficients are ignored. At the decoder, the SI is constructed 
from neighbouring KF to generate an estimate of the WZ 
frame, which is then in turn similarly transformed and 
quantised. The quantised SI coefficients act as noisy 
transmitted data at the LDPCA decoder which performs error 
correction using the information received from the encoder. 
In order to facilitate rate control and compression, only a 
small number of parity bits are initially transmitted while the 
remainder are buffered at the encoder. The channel decoder 
attempts to remove noise using the currently available parity 
bits and if this is ineffective, it requests more parity bits via a 
feedback channel. After successful recovery, the coefficients 
are reconstructed from the recovered quantised symbols and 
SI, with an inverse DCT being applied to generate the 
decoded WZ frame. 

DISCOVER employs a 4x4 block based DCT to remove 
WZ frame redundancies together with a fixed QM [10], [13] 
for quantisation. Since the LDPCA coder performs better on 
longer sequences, the transformed coefficients from different 
blocks corresponding to the same DCT frequency component 
are grouped together to form bands. Each coefficient band is 
collectively quantised, with the number of steps derived from 
the QM. Each quantised coefficient band is then converted 
into bit planes before being processed by the LDPCA coder. 
To achieve maximum bandwidth utilisation, the number of 
quantisation bins is always a power of 2, so the QM used by 
DISCOVER essentially defines the number of bit-planes to 



be extracted from each coefficient band. It also constrains the 
design of any other QM because quantising with an arbitrary 
number of bins leads to bandwidth waste.  

While the DCT is fully reversible, to reduce the bit-rate, 
the coefficients are quantised which may introduce visual 
distortion. Since the human eye is more sensitive to lower 
frequency components, higher frequencies are more heavily 
quantised in DISCOVER to achieve better compression. 
However, since coefficient distribution is image dependent, 
collectively quantising higher frequency coefficients can 
introduce significant perceptual distortion in the decoded 
frame. Content-adaptive quantisation methods [18] 
potentially offer superior output qualities compared to the 
traditional static approach by allocating finer quantisation to 
more prominent coefficient bands. This is however, 
intractable to achieve in practical bandwidth-constrained 
scenarios because allocating a fine quantiser with more bins 
to one coefficient band, reduces the number of available bins 
for other bands.  

Bit-rates for DISCOVER primarily depend on the quality 
of SI, so using the same QM to code sequences with 
disparate scene characteristics can result in significantly 
difference in the resulting bit-rates. Dynamically switching 
QM sets is unreliable since the number of bit-planes and 
resulting bandwidth is not uniform across the QM as 
illustrated in Table I. For example, the bandwidth 
requirement for QM4 is almost twice that of QM3, while 
switching to QM6 from QM7 saves only 10% of the 
bandwidth, assuming equi-compression of the bit-planes. It 
is thus challenging to adaptively change QM according to 
scene characteristics and bandwidth. In contrast, this paper 
presents a novel solution to this problem by incorporating a 
CAQ mechanism which generates a customised QM tailored 
to a sequence so as to maximise the bandwidth utilisation. 
The new CAQ algorithm is presented in the next section. 

TABLE I.  NUMBER OF BIT-PLANES PRODUCED BY QM IN 
DISCOVER 

QM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Bit-planes 10 11 16 30 36 45 50 63 

 

III. CONTENT-AWARE QUANTISATION (CAQ) 

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of DISCOVER DVC 
architecture along with the new CAQ module incorporated at 
the decoder. CAQ takes the number of available bit-
planes (ABP) as input and analyses the distribution of SI 
coefficients. It then derives a custom QM which minimises 
the overall magnitude of quantisation errors for all 
coefficient bands. The custom QM is transmitted back to the 
encoder via the feedback channel which is then used for 
quantisation. 

CAQ firstly determines the number of ABP to be 
distributed among the coefficient bands. In a bandwidth 
constraint scenario, this can be derived from the available 
bandwidth and correlation noise model information in a 
similar manner to predict the required bit-rate at the encoder 
of a TDWZ coder [19], [20]. Alternatively, the ABP value 
can be supplied by the decoder and used by the CAQ module 

to produce a custom QM for the WZ frames in order to 
ensure the desired output quality. This design permits a new 
ABP value for every WZ frame so facilitating greater 
flexibility in controlling both the bit-rate and decoded output 
quality. 

Once the ABP value has been determined, the CAQ 
algorithm starts allocating bit planes to the coefficient bands. 
This allocation is undertaken to minimise the most 
prominent quantisation errors. The coefficient values are 
reconstructed from the decoded quantised symbols and SI 
[21], however instead of scaling as in conventional codecs. 
Because the exact quantisation error is not known, an 
estimate of the error for each coefficient is framed as the 
absolute difference between the coefficient value and the 
quantised symbol, multiplied by the step size. CAQ is 
initialised with an empty QM and zero bit-planes are 
allocated. It then estimates the total quantisation error for 
each coefficient band before allocating a bit-plane to the 
band with highest total. This recursive process continues 
until all the bit-planes have been allocated. 

To illustrate the CAQ mechanism, consider the scenario 
where N coefficient bands are formed from the DCT 
coefficients of the SI, with each band containing L 
coefficients. N depends on the DCT block size, while L can 
be derived from N and the spatial resolution of the sequence. 
So, to encode a common interchange format (CIF) resolution 
video (352x288 pixels), 4x4 DCT block sizes are used, 
forming 16 coefficient bands, each containing 6336 
coefficients i.e., N = 16 and L = 6336. More generally, if cij 
is a DCT coefficient in coefficient band j of the SI and Mj is 
the corresponding number of bit-planes for this band, then j 
will have values lying in the range [1, N] and the 
corresponding range for i will be [1, L]. QM can now be 
framed in terms of the number of bit-planes allocated to each 
coefficient band, i.e. QM = {M1, M2, …, M3}. 

If qij and eij are respectively the quantised coefficient 
corresponding to cij and the estimated quantisation error, then 
these are expressed as: 

 

 
Figure 1.  Block diagram of the DISCOVER codec architecture with the 

new CAQ module highlighted 
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where round(a) is the nearest integer of a and Δj denotes 
the step size of the quantiser, which is calculated from the 
dynamic range of the band j and Mj. If the maximum 
absolute value in each coefficient band is MaxValj, then the 
step size Δj is given by: 
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so the estimated quantisation error Ej for each band j is 
then given by the total of individual estimated errors of all 
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CAQ is initialised with an empty QM, i.e. Mj = 0 for j ∈ 
{1, 2, …, N}. It calculates Δj and Ej for all coefficient bands 
to identify the band b with the largest estimated quantisation 
error, which is then allocated a bit-plane: 
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After allocation, Δb is updated using (3) and qib, eib and 
Eb are recomputed for band b with the new Δb in (1), (2) and 
(4) respectively. This process is repeated to find the largest 
Eb and the next bit-plane allocated to the corresponding 
coefficient band, and continues until all available bit-planes 
have been allocated. 

When a bit-plane is allocated to a coefficient band, the 
step size of corresponding quantiser is changed according to 
(3). The new step size becomes approximately half of the 
previous and since the quantisation error is limited by the 
step size, the maximum error for that band is similarly 
halved. Thus, by allocating a bit-plane to the band with 
largest quantisation error, CAQ reduces both the quantisation 
errors and resulting distortions in the decoded DVC output. 

The complete CAQ algorithm for progressively 
allocating available bit-planes is presented in pseudo-code 
format in Algorithm 1. 

Steps 1–9 represent the initialisation stage using an 
empty QM and a priori quantisation error values. The 
coefficient band with the largest quantisation error is then 
identified and a bit-plane allocated to that band (Steps 11–
12) using (5). Both the quantiser step size and quantisation 
error corresponding to the band are updated (Steps 13–18) 
and the process repeated (Steps 10–19) until all available bit-
planes have been assigned. 

A. Integrating the human visual system (HVS) into CAQ 

Algorithm 1 treats all DCT coefficient bands equally and 
minimises the overall magnitude of the quantisation errors in 
the transform domain. However, the eye is more sensitive to 
errors at lower frequencies than higher frequencies, so by 
giving equal weight to all coefficient bands, CAQ may 
allocate some bit-planes to higher frequency bands that have 
a larger error than a lower frequency component. It is thus 
possible for coefficient bands to have lower quantisation 
error magnitudes, while the corresponding decoded output 
has more visible artefacts. 

This uneven sensitivity reflects the way the human visual 
system (HVS) operates and so in order to make the DCT 
coefficients perceptually equal, a set of weights are applied 
to the different DCT frequency components, in an analogous 
manner to the quantisation tables (Q-tables) employed in 
JPEG [22]. JPEG however, uses 8x8 DCT block sizes so 
these QM are not applicable to the 4x4 block sizes used in 
TDWZ coding. To incorporate the HVS into CAQ, a 
customised weighting matrix for 4x4 block sizes has been 
derived based on [23], and this is displayed in Fig. 2. 

All coefficient bands are pre-processed to accommodate 
HVS in CAQ, by weighting each band by the corresponding 
weight in Fig. 2 prior to applying Algorithm 1. The resulting 

Algorithm 1 Customised QM from a given number of 
available bit-planes 
Input: ABP // Number of available bit-planes 
Output: QM // Quantisation matrix 
1: for j = 1 to N do
2: Mj ← 0
3: Calculate Δj using (3) 
4: for i = 1 to L do 
5: Calculate qij using (1)
6: Calculate eij using (2)
7:  end for
8: Calculate Ej using (4) 
9: end for

10: for a = 1 to ABP do
11: Find b such that Eb = max(Ej)
12: Mb ← Mb + 1 
13: Update Δb using (3) 
14: for i = 1 to L do 
15: Calculate qib using (1)
16: Calculate eib using (2)
17:  end for
18: Update Eb using (4) 
19: end for

 

1.0000 1.0000 0.9599 0.7684 
1.0000 0.9571 0.8192 0.6471 
0.9599 0.8192 0.5419 0.3930 
0.7684 0.6471 0.3930 0.2278 

Figure 2.  HVS weight matrix for 4x4 DCT block size 



custom QM is then transmitted to the encoder via the 
feedback channel, incurring a very small resource cost. For 8 
bits per pixel sequences, the DCT coefficients, after rounding 
to the nearest integer, are represented by 11 bits, so up to 11 
bit-planes may be generated in any band i.e., a 4 bit 
overhead. This means for 4x4 DCT block sizes, the feedback 
channel expends just 64 bits per frame. An important point to 
stress is while CAQ produces a customised QM based on 
analysing the distribution of weighted coefficients, the actual 
quantisation is performed on the unweighted coefficients in 
exactly the same way as in the fixed QM approach. This 
means the decoder has the flexibility to apply any weighting 
scheme germane to an application or domain. The 
performance of the HVS weighted CAQ mechanism will 
now be investigated. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS DISCUSSION 

A series of experiments were conducted for the new 
weighted CAQ mechanism by seamlessly integrating it into 
the DISCOVER codec architecture. This modified 
DISCOVER codec including CAQ, was implemented in 
C++ and used OpenCV library routines, with the simulation 
computing platform being an Intel Core i7 processor running 
Windows 7. 

To critically evaluate the comparative CAQ performance, 
a set of diverse test sequences has been encoded by both the 
modified DISCOVER including CAQ, and the original 
DISCOVER codec. The test sequences exhibit a variety of 
challenging features including different types of motion, 
multiple objects, textures and occlusions and while QCIF 
(176x144 pixels) resolution is commonly used for DVC 
testing, higher resolution CIF (352x288 pixels) sequences 
have instead been applied to appraise CAQ robustness. All 
sequences used GOP size of 2, i.e. alternate KF and WZ 
frames, and the corresponding bit-rate and peak signal to 
noise ratio (PSNR) performance measured. In addition, since 
CAQ has no RD performance impact on KF, only results for 
different quantisation methods for the WZ frames are 
analysed in this discussion. 

Fig. 3 displays the comparative performance of the 
custom CAQ-generated QM (denoted as CAQ) and the fixed 
QM of DISCOVER (denoted as DISCOVER) for Football in 
terms of flexible rate control, bandwidth utilisation and 
PSNR improvement. All the other elements of the 
encoding/decoding processes for DISCOVER are kept 
identical to ensure an equitable comparison. The results 
show the RD points for the first 7 fixed QM of DISCOVER, 
with QM8 being omitted because it incurs an unrealistically 
high bit-rate of 3084.368kbps.  In contrast, 34 RD points for 
CAQ are shown which have been derived using ABP values 
in the range [16, 49]. These are evidently more regularly 
spaced in terms of bit-rate compared to those of the fixed 
QM, which implies much greater rate control flexibility thus 
enabling more effective bandwidth utilisation and 
corresponding PSNR gains. For example, for a bandwidth 
limit of 1600kbps, DISCOVER achieves the best output 
using QM6, utilising 73% of the available bandwidth. In 
contrast, by incorporating CAQ, the best achievable output is 
obtained for an ABP value of 47, utilising over 98% of the 

bandwidth and giving a PSNR gain of 1.84dB over 
DISCOVER. Furthermore, the decoder can choose up to 6 
ABP values between 42 and 47, each of which utilises the 
bandwidth more effectively and produces better output 
quality, thereby corroborating the superior flexible rate 
control performance of CAQ. 

The corresponding RD performance of fixed QM at low 
bit-rates is slightly better than the RD performance of CAQ 
in certain cases, however CAQ is still advantageous because 
it produces outputs at very low bit-rates which the fixed QM 
cannot. For example, the minimum output quality produced 
by DISCOVER is 371.263kbps so if the available bandwidth 
falls below this value, DISCOVER does not produce an 
output. In contrast, CAQ not only generates an output, but 
affords multiple RD selection points to match a prescribed 
bandwidth requirement. 

Table II summarises the bandwidth utilisation results for 
various test sequences encoded by two different quantisation 
mechanisms namely: i) DISCOVER with the custom QM 
from HVS weighted CAQ and ii) DISCOVER with 
predetermined QM. In addition, several bandwidth limits 
have been specified for the experiments, with in each case, 
the maximum achievable PSNR obtained by both methods 
being presented alongside the corresponding bit-rate 
represented as a percentage relative to the hypothetical 
bandwidth limit. 

The Table II results consistently reveal superior bit-rate 
control using CAQ compared to the fixed QM method in 
DISCOVER, with more than 90% of the available bandwidth 
capacity utilised in all test sequences, allied with improved 
PSNR performance. Conversely, bandwidth utilisation for 
DISCOVER is inconsistent, so while it uses ≈ 99% of the 
200kbps capacity for Hall, this drops to only 62% for the 
400kbps bound for Coastguard. Moreover, the RD results for 
CAQ have been produced using a fixed ABP value for all 
frames within a sequence, so potentially further 
improvements in utilisation are feasible by dynamically 
determining ABP from the bandwidth capacity and noise 
model information. 

In addition to effective bandwidth utilisation, another 
contributory factor to PSNR improvement is the intelligent 
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Figure 3.  Rate control flexibility and resulting RD performance 

improvement of CAQ compared to fixed QM of DISCOVER. 



CAQ bit-plane allocation which seeks to minimise the 
quantisation errors. This is evident in the comparative results 
for Mother & Daughter at the 1600kbps limit, where CAQ 
produces better PSNR values at a lower bandwidth than 
DISCOVER. The performance of CAQ does tend to slightly 
degrade at very low bit-rates, because it generates a custom 
QM based on SI coefficient distribution, which may be an 
inadequate approximation of the original WZ frame. As there 
are very few bit-planes available at such low bit-rates, any 
misallocation can impact the overall output quality 
considerably leading to slight performance degradations. 
Despite this seeming restriction, CAQ can still be 
advantageously applied in low bandwidth cases because it is 
able to generate outputs where DISCOVER may fail. In both 
Football and Soccer for instance, the lowest rate QM1 of 
DISCOVER requires a bit-rate higher than the available 
bandwidth capacity of 200kbps, so no output is generated, 
while CAQ is still able to derive a valid QM at this capacity 
value. 

To complement the CAQ numerical analysis, a 
qualitative assessment was also undertaken to corroborate its 
enhanced performance in bandwidth constrained scenarios. 
Fig. 4 shows an example frame (#42) of Football using both 
quantisation mechanisms at the 1600kbps limit, with the 
respective QM for each frame included. It is visually 
apparent that the CAQ output has significantly lower 
perceptual artefacts than decoded DISCOVER output, a 
trend observed in other test sequences. 

Since CAQ generates the QM from SI which is 
transmitted back to the encoder, a small delay is incurred, 
though in terms of complexity, CAQ is computationally 
significantly more efficient compared to either the SI 
generation process or the iterative decoding algorithm of 
LDPCA coder, so any time overhead incurred will be 
negligible. If latency is a design priority, the custom QM can 
instead be generated from the previous KF rather than SI to 
reduce the feedback delay though this may lead to reduced 
performance if there are sudden scene changes. 

In summarising, both quantitative and qualitative results 
confirm the key advantage of CAQ is flexible rate control, 
which is especially beneficial in bandwidth limited scenarios 
where it can more reliably utilise the available bandwidth 

leading to superior decoded output quality. It consistently 
outperforms quantisation using a predetermined QM in low-
motion sequences where the decoder produces high SI 
quality. It also exhibits comparable RD performance for high 
motion sequences which have lower SI quality. Applying 
more sophisticated SI generation techniques [7], [8], [24] 
will further enhance CAQ performance and while a low bit-
rate feedback channel is required, CAQ crucially can 
produce a QM for any transform block size, so it can be 

TABLE II.  BANDWIDTH UTILISATION STATISTICS FOR VARIOUS QUANTISATION METHODS 

Bandwidth Limit (kbps) 200 400 800 1600 

Sequence Quantisation Method 
Bit-rate 

 (%) 
PSNR 
(dB) 

Bit-rate 
(%) 

PSNR 
(dB) 

Bit-rate  
(%) 

PSNR  
(dB) 

Bit-rate 
(%) 

PSNR 
(dB) 

Football 
CAQ 91.48 25.66 95.55 27.50 99.43 29.97 98.41 33.12 
DISCOVER   92.82 27.71 63.13 28.50 73.36 31.28 

Soccer 
CAQ 95.83 29.95 99.30 31.96 94.35 34.14 99.30 37.12 
DISCOVER   92.10 31.95 93.27 34.13 93.39 36.79 

Foreman 
CAQ 98.67 33.97 96.25 35.02 95.47 36.46 98.87 38.45 
DISCOVER 87.77 34.10 67.35 34.74 89.53 36.19 67.19 37.21 

Coastguard 
CAQ 98.15 33.09 92.32 33.95 98.33 35.29 98.60 37.16 
DISCOVER 78.85 33.11 62.05 33.70 96.17 35.14 74.57 36.27 

Mother & Daughter 
CAQ 99.63 42.51 99.86 43.42 98.22 44.54 98.66 46.00 
DISCOVER 81.67 42.51 84.92 42.90 95.04 44.09 98.88 45.64 

Hall 
CAQ 99.88 36.88 98.37 37.86 93.87 39.18 97.60 40.88 
DISCOVER 99.40 37.12 92.57 37.80 90.54 39.10 83.30 40.47 
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Figure 4.  Perceptual comparison of frame #42 for Football decoded using 
different quantisation mechanisms (a) CAQ and (b) DISCOVER along with 

their corresponding QM. 



exploited in coding larger block sizes. Since CAQ is 
incorporated as a new module at the DISCOVER decoder 
and does not replace any existing module, it can be 
embedded into any current state of the art transform domain 
DVC architecture based upon DISCOVER [9], [16] to 
improve its rate-control performance in both mono and 
multiview scenarios. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a novel content-aware 
quantisation (CAQ) mechanism for transform domain DVC. 
Quantisation of the transform coefficients is essential for 
compression so using a predetermined quantisation 
matrix (QM) introduces significant constraints upon both 
bandwidth utilisation and bit-rate control. CAQ ensures 
superior utilisation of the available bandwidth in resource 
constrained scenarios by progressively allocating bit-planes 
to different coefficient bands. It also enhances the quality of 
the decoded DVC output by integrating the human visual 
system into CAQ in order to apply appropriate weights to the 
coefficient bands, with the decoded output having less 
perceptible distortion. Experimental results confirm the 
superior performance of CAQ for CIF resolution sequences, 
while comparing the respective RD performance, CAQ 
outperforms the predetermined QM approach of DISCOVER 
for low motion sequences and affords competitive 
performance for other sequence types. 
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